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The good clay connects.
Welcome to Jacobi Walther Dachziegel. With our company history covering 160 years, we are one of 
the strongest and most experienced medium-sized companies in the German roof tile industry. We 
combine two strong time lines into a modern family company with responsibility and success. We are 
tile makers, innovators and experts.

Our products turn your perhaps still uncertain roof plans into tailor-made, stylish solutions. The success 
of our work is based on superlative quality and professional expertise. Our word is our bond, because 
our aim is to make those dreams of enjoying security, comfort and beauty in your own home come 
true.

The wide range of colors and shapes that our clay roof tiles come in gives you an almost endless 
choice. Allow yourself to be inspired by this catalog. And if you‘re still not certain which type of roof 
tile you want, we‘d be happy to help you, because we offer roof tiles to suit every taste.

This Jacobi-Walther product catalog gives you an insight into our company and our products, which are 
the result of many years of experience, passion and dedication from our workforce.

Your requirements and the appearance of your roof are our criteria. So talk to us and let‘s find a solu-
tion together.

Lucas Jacobi Günther Reese

Head of marketing and 
product management

CEO





The clay that links generations.
Get to know us better and take a look at our history.

1860
Company founded 
by Josef Jacobi in 
Duderstadt.

1906
Using an innovative dry-
ing process, tile produc-
tion in Duderstadt is no 
longer affected by the 
weather.

1925
Investments in new ring 
kilns and a steam-dri-
ven device to generate 
electricity make the work 
in Langenzenn more 
efficient.

1878
Christoph Walther 
establishes wall brick 
production in Langen-

zenn.

1919
The brick factory in 
Bilshausen becomes 
a branch of Jacobi.

1934
Plant II in Bilshausen 
burns to the ground. 
Within a few months 
Josef Jacobi and son 
Herbert Jacobi rebuild 
it and make it larger 
and more modern.
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1946
The head office of 
Jacobi Tonwerke is 
moved to Bilshausen.

1988
Herbert Jacobi transfers 
the management to his 
two sons Helmuth and 
Klaus Jacobi. The fifth 
generation now leads 
the company.

1991
With a computer-con-
trolled tunnel kiln and 
H-cassette technology, 
the roof tile plant in 
Duderstadt starts pro-
duction of high-quality 
plain tiles with the most 
up-to-date standards. 

1992
In Bilshausen roof 
tile plant IV is dedi-
cated with celebra-
tions led by Klaus 
Jacobi, Herbert Jacobi, 
architect Frauendorf 
and Helmuth Jacobi 
(investment: DM 48 
million).
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1995
In Bilshausen Plant V 
starts production of large 
interlocking tiles.
 
For just under DM 2 
million, an exhaust gas 
cleaning system and ac-
cessory press is installed 
in the Langenzenn plant.

2000
The Jacobi V plant in 
Bilshausen gets a second 
kiln for DM 15 million. 
This increases annual 
capacity to 70 million 
interlocking tiles.

2010
Max Jacobi (son of 
Klaus Jacobi) joins the 
company thus starting 
the transfer of Jacobi 
Walther Dachziegel to 
the sixth generation.

2016
A modern block heat 
and power plant starts 
operations in Bilshausen 
at the end of 2016. This 
enables the company to 
produce one third of its 
electricity requirements 
itself to minimise CO2 
emissions and save mas-
sively on energy.

1998
A very modern glazing 
plant (DM 20 million) in 
Bilshausen replaced the 
former clinker tile plant 
there.

Shortly afterwards the 
most up-to-date ro-
bot-controlled roof tile 
plant (DM 30 million) in 
Europe starts operations 
in Langenzenn.

2014
The sixth generation is 
complete with Lucas 
Jacobi (son of Klaus 
Jacobi) and Dominic Jung 
(son-in-law of Helmuth 
Jacobi).

2018
Klaus Jacobi retires after 
35 years successful com-
pany management. The 
new head of company 
is formed by Helmuth 
Jacobi, Max Jacobi and 
Günther Reese.

2005
As a result of the 100% 
takeover of Walther 
Dachziegel GmbH in 
Langenzenn, Jacobi 
Walther Dachziegel 
becomes the largest fa-
mily-run medium-sized 
company in the German 
roof tile industry.

2017
The new flat roof tile 
J11v is popular in 
the market both in 
technical terms and 
because of the wide 
color range.
Everything is on cou-
rse to fulfil the vision 
“200 years of Jacobi 
Walther Dachziegel”.

2020
Jacobi-Walther 
celebrates its 160th 
anniversary.



The
good

clayconnects.

Vision and responsibility.

The fifth and sixth generation of the Jacobi family is currently shaping the destiny of the Jacobi Group. Clay roof 
tiles are what we do, while resources-efficient and responsible business form the foundations for the handover 
of our modern, successful, family-owned company to future generations. ”200 years of Jacobi-Walther” is our 
vision. Our employees and quality-tested roof tiles will make it possible.
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Great products and 
good relationships.

20 roof tile models in more than 40 color shades and 
high-quality surfaces make up our current range. We 
are constantly developing this further. Our emplo-
yees have frequently worked for decades in the 
company with passion and commitment. They en-
sure that the development, production, support and 
order processing is professional and above all in the 
best interest of our customers. This clearly defined 
service concept is valued not only by our long-term 
partners but also our new customers. This creates 
relationships that stick - just like our high-quality 
products.

Success and 
togetherness.

Successful together: We see our customers from 
roofing, retail, architects and planners as close 
partners. We are unified by the common objecti-
ve to offer the perfect roof solution in functional 
and optical terms that combines safety, comfort 
and beauty. Our 440 employees are firmly com-
mitted to the company’s long-term success and 
hold together even in difficult times.



5good
reasons

Experience & tradition 
Jacobi-Walther roof tiles have been around for 160 years. We are a medium-sized, family-owned 
company run by the sixth generation of the family, and we know our craft. Producing clay roof 
tiles is our passion. We are a full-service supplier, able to offer you everything from the ridge to 
the eaves.

Employees with passion

Our employees often spend their entire working lives being passionate about our clay roof tiles. 
We are here for our customers and partners, since our field sales team is never far away and the-
refore always easily reachable.

Variety & individuality

20 different roof tile models in over 40 different shades and high-quality surfaces offer a virtually 
endless choice so you can find the perfect tile for any building.

The natural resource of clay

Good clay is our most important good. In line with our ”200 years of Jacobi-Walther” vision, we 
make every effort to ensure that our work is resources-efficient. We therefore recultivate our pits 
and ensure short delivery routes when supplying our high-quality clay.

German quality with a 20-year guarantee

Generally speaking, you only choose clay roof tiles once in a lifetime, since our products are 
synonymous with quality and stay with you always. We offer a 20-year guarantee on our products. 
Ten of these years are a full guarantee, and ten a material guarantee. The guarantee service will 
provided upon request and presentation of the guarantee certificate issued at purchase.
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roof
Which

are you?

tile
type
People are similar, but everyone has their own personal style. Some like color, while others like a purist, more 
modern approach. There are people who like exclusivity. Others simply want something economical. The roof tiles 
available from Jacobi-Walther are just as varied as people’s requirements. We offer roof tiles for every taste. That’s 
because our high-quality tiles have their very own character. Some radiate color and are exclusive in terms of their 
shape and surface. Others look timelessly elegant, and others still are completely on trend. Our clay tiles are as indi-
vidual as the people who have them on their roofs.

What connects them all is the good clay.
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Individual
like the roof above my head.

Individualists don‘t want just any old 
roof tile. Their aim is to stand out. 
They want to be noticeable in the 
neighbourhood for their particular 
taste. That‘s why they often 
choose unusual colors, 
particular surfaces and 
striking shapes. 
Their roof stands 
out thanks to 
the tremendous 
individuality that 
inspires it.

Plain tile
marine blue

WALTHER Stylist®

cottage
J11v fine green Z10 fine wine red Z5 silver grey



Mediterranean
like the roof above my head.

The mediterranean roof tile type likes travelling to the 
south of France, Spain and Italy. He‘s a true holiday fan, 
and this can also be seen from his roof. Warm colors and 
ochre are the mainstays of his house. He usually prefers 
to build a new property. His disposition is as sunny as 
his roof.

Marko
Bella Casa

W6v brazil Z5 salt-fired (frisian)

Puristic
like the roof above my head.

The purist is a design-conscious, modern type. He has a 
great imagination, making him innovative and visionary. 
For him, less is often more. He particularly likes minima-
list shapes and clear lines. So he deliberately chooses 
roof tiles that make the boldest statement in the cont-
ext of his modern, overall composition.

WALTHER Stylist®

anthracite
WALTHER-tegula

fine slate
Z10 fine black WALTHER Stylist® red 

brown
Z10 fine wine red



Dynamic
like the roof above my head.

This roof tile type grabs life with both hands. With his 
dynamic nature, he quickly catches people‘s attention. 
His roof covering is as expressive as he is: dynamic tiles 
decorate his roof. After all, he likes to show off his passi-
on and strong character.

Z5 volcanic black Z5 bordeaux red H1/H2 light grey Z9 Brillanz nero D10 fine red

Time-tested
like the roof above my head.

The time-tested roof tile type likes to restore old buil-
dings. Sometimes to comply with listed building require-
ments, sometimes simply because he wants to keep his 
house the way it is. He likes natural colors, muted brick-
work and prefers the classical models of roof tile.

Z5 straight cut
natural red - dark

Z5 polar grey H1/H2 brown K1 natural red Plain tile Hexagon



Trendy
like the roof above my head.

For the trendy roof tile type, it‘s primarily the color of 
his roof that matters. He‘s completely on trend, and he 
loves modern roofs. He likes black and grey tiles, the 
stylish engobes and the tiles with shimmering or matt 
glazes.

J13v matte 
slate grey

J11v space grey J11v bordeaux 
red matte

W6v Brillanz nero Z5 silver grey

Exclusive
like the roof above my head.

The premium customer: his house is built with only the 
best-quality materials. Of course, the exclusive type 
brooks no compromise when it comes to roof tiles. He 
wants a premium product to add the crowning glory to 
his house.

Z5 marine blue J13v bordeaux red WALTHER Stylist®

Brillanz nero
Plain tile

fir-tree green
Z5 matte 
slate grey



Economic
like the roof above my head.

This roof tile type is really down-to-earth. Form and size 
of his roof tile type is really important to him since he 
often thinks in numbers and optimizes his price-per-
formance-ratio. Fancy surfaces are not decisive for his 
choice of tile, because the all-over-package needs to fit 
him.

J11v old black J11v old red Z9 anthracite Z10 fine brown Z10 fine black

Traditional
like the roof above my head.

The tradition-conscious tile type prefers continuity and 
security. As a straightforward person, the appearance 
of his roof is very important to him. If it‘s looking a bit 
tired, he‘ll renovate it. He‘ll use what he already has, 
knowing that he can rely on these resilient products and 
that future generations will benefit from them too.

Plain tile 
red brown

Z5 natural red Z7v old black Z2 old red Tradition copper 
brown



Natural red / engobed

In its pure form, you get the classic 
fired clay as a natural product, optio-
nally finished with a standard engobe 
or color-matched to your preferen-
ces. Roofs have been covered with 
these tiles for centuries. Natural red 
and engobed roof tiles are available 
for all models.

Fine engobes 

With the fine engobes, you get a tile with a 
covering just 40 to 80 µm thick. This breathable 
layer of clay, ground glass, paint oxides and ad-
ditives gives the tile 
an aesthetically similar 
appearance to a glaze, 
with its silky surface 
gloss. Finely engobed 
tiles offer excellent 
value for money 
and are available 
in six sophisticated 
shades. Available 
in: J11v, J13v, Z5, 
Z10, D10 and 
Plain tile. 

Special series

Some of our high-quality tiles are 
also available as steamed products 
with unusual colors or in salt-fired 
versions for extravagant roofing.

High-gloss premium range „Avantgarde“

With the high-gloss premium range „Avantgarde“ from Bilshausen, you get 
our premium product. We are able to finish these glazed tile with both glossy 
and matte surfaces. The applied layer has a thickness of 100 to 200 µm, and 
is made from glass and the required shade of paint. This finish produces a 
tile with maximum hardness and maximum gloss. Thanks to its hard, sealed 
surface, the covered roof offers little purchase for dirt in the form of algae or 
marks. The brilliantly beautiful gloss of the glaze and the intense colors of the 
matte glazes from our high-gloss premium range „Avantgarde“ series will 
be maintained for decades. Available in: J13v, J11v , Z5 and Plain tile.

Glossy premium range “Brillanz”

Tiles that have been finished with the 
”Brillianz” glaze from Langenzenn im-
press with their glossy, open-pored sur-
face. You receive a high-quality product 
that boasts excellent cleaning and 
combats the collection of algae and 
stains. Your covered roof therefore 
barely gets dirty over a period of 
decades. The ”Brillianz” glaze also 
impresses with its brilliant color. 
Available in: W6v, Z9, WALTHER 
Stylist®, WALTHER-tegula, Tradition and Plain tile.
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Frisian - colorful salt-fired special series

With salt firing, the roof tiles are sprayed in places with natural salt as 
part of the finishing process. During the firing process, this produces a 
spectrum of colors in these areas that ranges from red to shimmering 
blue. This traditional finishing method extends the tile shard’s natural 
interplay of colors in a harmonious way. The frisian - colorful salt-fired 
special series is available in the Z5 and H1 and H2.

Vapor coated tiles

With vapor coating, in addition to the regular firing process, a second 

firing is carried out in which the supply of oxygen is completely cut off. 

The oxygen in the clay’s iron oxide is removed and the fired shards 

develop their characteristic coloring in different shades. The advantages 

of vapor coating are obvious: the through-colored tile means that intri-

cate roof surfaces do not need to be reworked with numerous cuttings. 

And with their particular interplay of color, vapor coated tiles are also 

hugely popular in the preservation of listed buildings.

Preserve the traditional while creating value.
The roof tiles in the special series from Jacobi are as unique as the projects you use them in.
With steamed or salt-fired tiles, you can create extravagant coverings or preserve buildings with listed status.

Special series grey vapor coated tiles

The high quality of the originally red shards and an intensive firing 
process during steaming creates the polar grey, light grey and night 
grey shades. This special series is available in the Z2, Z10 and Z5 with 
straight cuts, the H1 and H2 as well as the Jacobi Plain tiles.

Colorful red vapor coated special series

For this variant, natural red tiles are exposed to just a short vapor coa-
ted phase. This special series is available in Z5, H1 and H2.

Our special series satisfy 
individual wishes!



Product overview
Plant Bilshausen

Model Tile
Overall 

dimensions

Cover 
length 
(CL)

in cm

Cover 
width 
(CW) 
in cm

Required 
no. of units 

per m2

Weight 
per unit

Recom-
mended 
roof pitch

J11v
30,4x44,5
29,1x44,0

33,3-36,5
32,8-36,0

24,6
23,6

ca. 11,2-12,3
ca. 11,9-13,0

ca. 4,2 kg
ca. 4,0 kg

≥ 22°

J13v
27,0x44,5
26,3x43,5

32,6-35,6
31,8-34,8

21,3
20,9

ca. 13,0
ca. 13,5

ca. 3,6 kg ≥ 22°

Z5
27,6x45,0
27,3x44,4

33,8-35,8
33,0-35,0

21,7
21,3

12,9-13,6
13,4-14,1

ca. 4,0 kg ≥ 22°

H1/H2 24,0x40,0
30,0-32,0

32,0
20,0

15,6-16,6
ca. 15,6

ca. 2,8 kg
ca. 2,7 kg

H1: ≥ 35°
H2: ≥ 40°

K1 26,5x35,0 25,5-27,0 23,5 15,8-16,1 ca. 2,8 kg ≥ 35°

Z10 28,7x45,6 35,5-38,0 26,5 9,9 ca. 4,4 kg ≥ 30°

Z7v 24,9x42,7 32,5-35,0 20,5 ca. 13,9 ca. 3,5 kg ≥ 30°

D10 28,5x45,6 37,5-38,5 26,4 ca. 9,8 ca. 4,4 kg ≥ 30°

Z2 24,9x42,3 34,5-35,5 20,5 ca. 13,7 ca. 3,8 kg ≥ 25°

Plant Langenzenn

Model Tile
Overall 

dimensions

Cover 
length 
(CL)

in cm

Cover 
width 
(CW) 
in cm

Required 
no. of units 

per m2

Weight 
per unit

Recom-
mended 
roof pitch

W6v 27,5x44,0 33,3-36,2 21,7 12,7-13,8 ca. 3,6 kg ≥ 22°

W4v 26,0x42,0 33,3-34,8 20,0 14,4-15,0 ca. 3,3 kg ≥ 22°

Marko 26,5x42,0 34,1 20,1 14,6 ca. 3,4 kg ≥ 22°

WALTHER 
Stylist® 27,0x42,0 33,6-35,6 23,1 12,2-12,9 ca. 3,9 kg

Streight≥ 30°
Interlocking 

≥ 25°

WALTHER-
tegula

27,0x42,0 27,0-35,0 23,1 12,4-16,0 ca. 3,7 kg ≥ 30°

Z9** 32,5x50,0 36,1-40,3 26,4 ca. 9,4 ca. 5,0 kg ≥ 22°

Tradition 27,0x42,0 33,5-35,0 23,3 12,3-12,8 ca. 3,8 kg ≥ 25°
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Osteroder Straße 2 • D-37434 Bilshausen • Tel: +49 (0)5528 910 0 Natural red / engobed Fine engobes

Lohmühle 3-5 • D-90579 Langenzenn • Tel: +49 (0)9101 708 0 Natural red / engobed  ”Brillanz” Special series

* dark brown not available for H2 • ** production plant Langenzenn, no pick-up in Bilshausen possible *** K1 special series Harzerbunt different shades of red
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Product overview
Plant Bilshausen

Model Tile
Overall 

dimensions

Cover 
length 
(CL)

in cm

Cover 
width 
(CW) 
in cm

Required 
no. of units 

per m2

Weight 
per unit

Recom-
mended 
roof pitch

J11v
30,4x44,5
29,1x44,0

33,3-36,5
32,8-36,0

24,6
23,6

ca. 11,2-12,3
ca. 11,9-13,0

ca. 4,2 kg
ca. 4,0 kg

≥ 22°

J13v
27,0x44,5
26,3x43,5

32,6-35,6
31,8-34,8

21,3
20,9

ca. 13,0
ca. 13,5

ca. 3,6 kg ≥ 22°

Z5
27,6x45,0
27,3x44,4

33,8-35,8
33,0-35,0

21,7
21,3

12,9-13,6
13,4-14,1

ca. 4,0 kg ≥ 22°

H1/H2 24,0x40,0
30,0-32,0

32,0
20,0

15,6-16,6
ca. 15,6

ca. 2,8 kg
ca. 2,7 kg

H1: ≥ 35°
H2: ≥ 40°

K1 26,5x35,0 25,5-27,0 23,5 15,8-16,1 ca. 2,8 kg ≥ 35°

Z10 28,7x45,6 35,5-38,0 26,5 9,9 ca. 4,4 kg ≥ 30°

Z7v 24,9x42,7 32,5-35,0 20,5 ca. 13,9 ca. 3,5 kg ≥ 30°

D10 28,5x45,6 37,5-38,5 26,4 ca. 9,8 ca. 4,4 kg ≥ 30°

Z2 24,9x42,3 34,5-35,5 20,5 ca. 13,7 ca. 3,8 kg ≥ 25°

Plant Langenzenn

Model Tile
Overall 

dimensions

Cover 
length 
(CL)

in cm

Cover 
width 
(CW) 
in cm

Required 
no. of units 

per m2

Weight 
per unit

Recom-
mended 
roof pitch

W6v 27,5x44,0 33,3-36,2 21,7 12,7-13,8 ca. 3,6 kg ≥ 22°

W4v 26,0x42,0 33,3-34,8 20,0 14,4-15,0 ca. 3,3 kg ≥ 22°

Marko 26,5x42,0 34,1 20,1 14,6 ca. 3,4 kg ≥ 22°

WALTHER 
Stylist® 27,0x42,0 33,6-35,6 23,1 12,2-12,9 ca. 3,9 kg

Streight≥ 30°
Interlocking 

≥ 25°

WALTHER-
tegula

27,0x42,0 27,0-35,0 23,1 12,4-16,0 ca. 3,7 kg ≥ 30°

Z9** 32,5x50,0 36,1-40,3 26,4 ca. 9,4 ca. 5,0 kg ≥ 22°

Tradition 27,0x42,0 33,5-35,0 23,3 12,3-12,8 ca. 3,8 kg ≥ 25°
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Sample order

Order your individual sample tile! 
individual, free and fast! (Germany only)

www.dachziegel.de/musterziegelbestellung
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Fine engobes High-gloss premium range “Collection Avantgarde” Special series

Special series

* dark brown not available for H2 • ** production plant Langenzenn, no pick-up in Bilshausen possible *** K1 special series Harzerbunt different shades of red
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Flat roof tile

Reference: Residence, covered with space grey



J11v

J11v – versatile, flexible, easy laying

The most frequently sold Jacobi-Walther roof tile is now even better. With the 

aid of the 32 mm adjustment range in the cover length and the newly devel-

oped, high sliding ability in the cover width of up to 8 mm, it provides strong 

values for new and renovated buildings. Our smooth, fine surface quality from 

Bilshausen, combined with the impressive choice of sample colors delights 

developers.

Select your flat roof tile in your desired color from a total of 17 different, bright 

colors from standard natural red to high-quality avant-garde glazing. Optimal 

side folds paired with the high security of the four-tile corner produced with 

the new J11v will delight you.

Surface: old red

Natural red / engobes

Fine engobes

Collection Avantgarde

matte glazed

natural red old red dark brown

old black

fine wine red fine black fine copper

fine brown fine green fine red

bordeaux red lava grey maroon

volcanic black space grey
metallic

bordeaux red 
matte glazed

lava grey 
matte glazed
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tuscany red 
matte glazed



Flat roof tile

Reference: Residence, covered with matte slate grey



J13v

Premium-tile for all regions

When laying the flat J13v roof tile you achieve a striking look that is in demand 

in Germany as a result of the expressive, closed brim. With many different 

surfaces and colors, above all our high-quality glazes, you can fix premium roof 

tiles to your roof.

With its ability to slide by up to 30 millimetres, this gives architects, roofers 

and developers great freedom when planning new builds and renovation pro-

jects. A simple side groove bracket ensures the tile is completely wind-proof 

and the quadruple cover in the four-tile corner provides additional hold.

Surface: old red

Natural red / engobes

Fine engobes

Collection Avantgarde

matte glazed

natural red old red dark brown

fine black fine copper

bordeaux red maroon volcanic black

fir-tree green

matte slate grey

old black

marine blue silver grey
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volcanic black
matte glazed



Flat roof tile

Reference: Residence, covered with matte slate grey



W6v

Modern roof tile 

With the W6v we offer a modern flat roof cover with quadruple coverage in 

the four-tile corner. You have a large sliding area of up to 29 millimetres and 

only need 12.7 items per square metre. The middle format tile therefore offers 

you a good combination of economy and a timeless, beautiful appearance.

In addition to being wind-proof via a simple side bracket, the W6v offers such 

tasteful surfaces as the “Brillanz” glazing or standard engobe. Our modern roof 

tiles produce filigree lines – test them out!

Surface: red brown

Natural red / engobes

“Brillanz”

natural red red brown copper brown

anthracite
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brazil

maroon nero rosso

fine slate

Special series



Interlocking tile

Reference: Residence, covered with salt-fired (frisian)



Z5

Premium quality since 1920

Above all the Z5 is a popular, classical interlocking pantile especially in 

northern Germany. No other Jacobi-Walther roof tiles are available to you in 

such a wide range of colors and finishes. Since its introduction in 1920, we 

have consistently developed the premium-quality, long-lasting interlocking 

pantile and optimised it for use on your roof.

As a result of its curved shape and the perfect ends on corners, edges and 

surfaces, the top-quality interlocking pantile is ideal for draining water and 

withstands any weather situation. With the straight cut design, you get an 

aligned look that can be used for listed buildings and others.

Surface: old red

Natural red / engobes

Fine engobes

Collection Avantgarde

matte glazed

natural red old red

brown

fine black fine copper

bordeaux red maroon volcanic black

fir-tree green

tuscany red
matte glazed

matte slate grey

dark brown old black

natural red light
natural red dark

marine blue silver grey

Special series

light grey
vapor coated

polar grey
vapor coated

night grey
vapor coated

vapor coated (red)

salt-fired (frisian)
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Smooth tile

Reference: Residence, covered with WALTHER Stylist® antracite



WALTHER Stylist®

Simple but still diverse

If you want to give your building a modern roof tile and a crowning glory, the 

WALTHER Stylist® smooth tile is sure to be your first choice. Due to its simple 

shape, straight line or offsetting laying enables you to implement interesting 

roofs. Architects like to select it when designing modern buildings.

The puristic flat tile stands out with its exclusive beauty, in natural tones and 

popular grey/black tones. The latter upgrade roofs in a minimalistic constructi-

on style and underline today’s modern architecture.

Surface: red brown
Appearance: Streight

Natural red / engobes

“Brillanz”

Special series

natural red red brown antracite

nero

fine slate fine grey cottage

Surface: red brown
Appearance: Interlocking
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space grey
metallic

coming 
soon

Smooth tile



Large size interlocking 
tile-standard

Reference: Residence, covered with Z10 fine black



Z10

Reliable economizing on every roof

With a length of 32 to 38 centimetres and its beneficial size, you can work 

with the Z10 in a particularly economic manner. Only ten tiles are required for 

each square metre of roof. The roof can therefore be covered more quickly, 

which in turn saves working time. The 60 millimetre sliding range makes the 

flat tiles with a restrained look equally suitable for both new builds and reno-

vations. The Z10 offers planners and processors numerous architectural options 

– including through a variety of traditional and contemporary color tones.

Surface: old red

Natural red / engobes

Fine engobes

Special series

natural red old red dark brown

old black

fine brown fine wine red fine black

fine copper fine red

light grey
vapor coated

night grey
vapor coated
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space grey
metallic



Reference: ”Untere Mühlen”, reconstruction covered with special series polar grey vapor coated



Plain tile

Even today as proven as in the old days

High-quality, shining surfaces make the “beaver tail” tiles premium products!

No matter whether southern German, Berlin, wavy, church or tower plain tile 

– our varied models and shapes will perfectly match your roof. On request it is 

also available in small series in various special cuts. The plain tiles give you a 

huge number of choices when roofing.

Surface: old red

Natural red / engobes

„Brillanz“

Special series

natural red spotted

red brown

maroon rosso

fine slate brushed roughened

natural red

Hexagon Gothic

natural plus anthracite

copper brown

brown fired

Straight cut
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Surface / Structure

dark brown romantic fired

nero

Waved plain tile

Special cuts

Shield tail



Biber

Fine engobes

Collection Avantgarde

fine black

bordeaux red maroon volcanic black fir-tree green

polar grey
vapor coated

A lot of surfaces for a lot of 
design choices

The plain tile is proven to be the oldest roofing 

material made from clay. It is still one of the tiles 

that makes any roof unique and special. We are 

particularly proud of our glazes from the Duder-

stadt plant that refine the roof tiles.

marine blue silver grey space grey matte
slate grey

Special series

W4v

Natural red / engobes

natural red red brown copper brown anthracite

Small format tile with a long tradition

The W4v is a development of the W4, which 

has been tried and tested since the 1960s. The 

small-format roof tile, which imitates the style 

of famous tile maker Johann Wilhelm Ludowici 

(1896–1983), is extremely popular above all in 

southern Germany. The peculiarity of the W4v is 

that it offers you a sliding range of up to 15 milli-

metres, which makes the tile interesting for both 

renovation projects and new buildings. 

Duderstadt/
Bilshausen Flat roof tile

Surface: red brown
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Marko

Natural red / engobes

Special series

natural red

Bella Casa

Mediterranean tile for special roofs

The special play of light and dark on these Roman, 

Mediterranean pantiles is shown particularly well 

when used on bungalows or Tuscan houses with 

the warm ochre-red shades in the special Bella 

Casa color. The doubled side and head folds and a 

triple cover in the four-tile corner also offers you a 

roof tile with a firm hold on any roof.

H1/H2

Natural red / engobes

Special series

natural red old red brown dark brown*

Tile from times of the very start

None of our roof tiles have as much tradition as 

the hollow tiles H1 and H2. They have been pro-

duced since Jacobi was founded in 1860. To date, 

over 500 million hollow tiles have been fired and 

many historic buildings have used them. Hollow 

tile H1 is a short tile for “Aufschnitt” roofing whe-

reas the H2 is longer for “Vorschnitt” roofing. The 

classic is extremely popular for maintaining the 

value of listed buildings and renovating old roofs.

Roman pan tile Hollow tile

Surface: Bella Casa

light grey
vapor coated

night grey
vapor coated

vapor coated red salt-fired (frisian)

Surface: old red
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* dark brown not available for H2



K1

The historical roof tile

Flap tiles were used on roofs as far back as the 

11th century. With the K1 you receive a resistant 

roof tile; their bag-shaped flap still enables them 

to be placed on top of each other in a variable 

form. The shape gives you a massive advantage 

when renovating a roof: Well-maintained roof bars 

and tiles can be reused in the new roof covering. 

The flap tile K1 with its bag-shaped, left fold can 

be found on many church roofs and is also avai-

lable as a cushioned tile.

Z9

The tile, that scores with its size

When it comes to covering large roof areas, the 

large-size interlocking tile Z9 scores. You can 

lay these tiles whilst saving time and materials 

because they only need 9.4 large interlocking tiles 

per square metre of roof. The Z9 is height adjusta-

ble by up to 40 millimetres – a huge advantage! 

The biggest tile in the Jacobi Walther Dachziegel 

range combines the curved shape of an inter-

locking pantile with the clarity of a covered flat 

roof tile.

Interlocking tileFlap tile

Natural red / engobes

Special series

„Harzerbunt“ different shades of red

Surface: old red

Natural red / engobes

„Brillanz“

nero

Surface: red brown

natural red dark natural red old red

light grey
vapor coated

natural red red brown anthracite
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WALTHER-
tegula

The tile with the biggest flexibility

The tegula is our roof tile with maximum height 

adjustability. It can slide by up to 80 millimetres. 

Its double side and base fold will protect any 

property reliably for decades. The straight lines 

and varied play between light and dark make the 

WALTHER tegula a tile that perfectly matches mo-

dern architecture. With traditional, light and also 

popular dark tones, you can decorate any contem-

porary roof.

Z7v

Natural red / engobes

natural red old red brown dark brown

Tradition meets relocatability

You can cover different bar widths with the Z7v 

reform tile and therefore excellently use them to 

renovate old roofs. Covering without edging, it 

offers a 100 millimetre sliding range. This is highly 

valued by roofers and carpenters. They can produ-

ce beautiful, restrained roofs with this interlocking 

tile. At the same time it is also suitable for angled 

roof designs. As a result of its once strong use in 

renovation, it is still the second most frequently 

produced tile at Jacobi-Walther.

Smooth tile
Standard inter-
locking tile

Natural red / engobes

„Brillanz“

natural red red brown anthracite

maroon old black

Special series

matte slate grey

Surface: old red

Surface: red brown
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Tradi-
tion

A classic - not only for the agriculture

The clay tile tradition is particularly frequently 

used on commercial agricultural buildings. It is 

used on numerous barns in southern Germany 

and it also decorates many historic buildings. No 

matter whether it is used in lines and groups, the 

large interlocking tile withstands any weather per-

fectly. Here you can rely on two specially shaped 

recesses that ensure excellent water drainage.

D10

Natural red / engobes

Fine engobes

natural red old red dark brown old black

That big tile, that seems small

The D10 is the answer to strong demand for large 

clay roof tiles in order to therefore quickly cover 

large areas. You cannot see the size of the D10 

double-recessed interlocking tile from afar. This 

double recess makes it look half the size and the 

D10 can therefore appear smaller on the roof. As 

a result of the half tiles that are available separa-

tely, the D10 can also be laid in groups.

Large size inter-
locking tile

Large size inter-
locking tile

fine wine red fine black fine copper fine red

Natural red / engobes

„Brillanz“

natural red red brown copper brown anthracite

maroon nero rosso

Surface: red brown
Appearance: Streight

Surface: red brown
Appearance: Interlocking

Surface: old brown
Appearance: Streight

Surface: old brown
Appearance: Interlocking
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Z2

Traditional and yet modern

Introduced in 1880, the double recess clay tile 

was quickly distributed throughout Germany. Even 

over 100 years ago, numerous multiple family 

dwellings in Berlin were covered with the Z2 

interlocking tile and even now millions of “Berlin 

tiles” protect the capital city’s citizens from wind 

and weather. With its tried and trusted shape, 

high stability and precise sizing, you can cover 

roofs that look modern on an ongoing basis not 

only today but also in the future.

Double recess 
clay tile

Natural red / engobes

Special series

natural red old red brown old black

light grey
vapor coated

night grey
vapor coated

Surface: old brown
Appearance: Streight

Surface: old brown
Appearance: Interlocking
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Full ceramic ridge solution

Your advantages at a glance

+ Full ceramic, technically best ridge solution

+ Visually high-quality appearance

+ Cost saving thanks to faster installation

+ Attractive prices for FAL and FAL-GOZ

+ No rain-related problems when bonding the ridge tape

+ No replacement of the transient ridge tape required at a 

   later date

+ No lead connection required for dormers

+ Permanent rear ventilation (depending on the ridge 

   model 113.0 - 250 cm2 ventilation diameter per running 

   meter)

Available for models

J11v J13v Z5 W6v W4v Marko

„FAL“ „VFL“
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Ceramic accessories
NEW by Jacobi-Walther

F6v „Jewel“ ridge starter / end piece

The new „Jewel“ F6v ridge starter / end piece creates a full ceramic 

and weather-resistant covering for the gable leg. The visually appealing 

and clean connection reduces the ingress of dirt and insects. Installation 

is quick and easy and the disk is also available as a separate item. Can 

be used with FAL or with ridge roll and is ideal for use on gabled roofs, 

for example.

Ridge-specific hip caps

As a supplier of high-quality, full ceramic roofs, the overall appearance 

of the roof is hugely important to us. With the increasing trend towards 

flatter roof pitches and easily visible hip caps, we have improved both 

the quality and the appearance of our 3 and 4-axis hip caps.

The new 3-piece gable for Berlin plain tiles

With our production facility at Langenzenn, the home of the plain tiles, 

we feel like we are true „plain tile experts“. Reason enough to also 

offer the popular 3-part gable leg tile for the Berlin plain tiles. The 

new gable features a new, thin rib, is designed with the characteristic 

segment cut, and has an elongated lateral bridge for surface drainage. 

Of course, it is also available as a true left and right-hand version of the 

gable. The 3-part gable can also be used for crown covering.
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Ceramic accessories
Ridge

Side roof closure

Others

Special shape tiles

Ridge F6v Ridge starter F6v Ridge ender F6v
F6v „Jewel“ ridge starter 

/ ender Ridge F1v F1 restructuring ridge

Ridge F9 Ridge starter F16 Ridge cylindric Ridge „Stylist“ Ridge „tegula“Ridge conical

Ridge „Tradition“ FAL VFL

Verge left Verge right Double beading
Ridge connection air tile 
FAL/VFL gable end left

Ridge connection air tile 
FAL/VFL gable end left

Pent roof tile-verge left*

clay outlet vent incl. pas-
sage tile & tube Ventilation tile Half tile

Thermal corridor 
(Image similar)

Steam air tile DN 150Kink tiles Pent roof tile Attic tile

Hip cap
Tradition*

*right w/o picture

*more products w/o picture

Note! You can find a general view 
of all available ridge starter and 
ender on www.dachziegel.com

Note! All shown pictures  are only a 
selection of our products. Please talk 
to our sales team or look online on 
www.dachziegel.com for more infor-
mation.
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Even safe in the winter
Snow guard systems

Round wood holder with base plate

The rustic version of the snow guard systems is straightforward to install and is especially popular in rural architec-
ture. In winter, it ensures safety on your roof.

Snow guard with base plate

Snow guards are regarded as the classic snow capture system. They prevent snow from sliding off the roof, and in 
areas with heavy snowfall, may be arranged in several rows.

Information! A further, common snow guard system is the double pipe holder with base plate, which is also known as 
a „mountain snow guard“ (not shown). With this system, the base plate has a holder that secures two pipes arranged on 
top of each other to form a snow guard.
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Non-ceramic accessories
As full-range supplier we are offering you special form tiles of all kind

Our system components consist of break-proof, long-lasting aluminium cast. The used screws are made of 

stainless steel, therefore you can purchase the color coordinated accessory matching your chosen tile. Our 

system components are shape-related, meaning that they perfectly match our roof tiles.

Light tileSanitary fan with flexible 
tubing DN 125

Note!  We categorically recommand using our system components. Post-processed or tiles that were changed in the inter-

locking can affect the functioning and therefore lead to an expiration of the guarantee. The full sortiment as well es more, 

high-quality roof accessorie products can be viewed on www.dachziegel.com.

Andere toebehoren

Snow guard with base plate

Aerial tile with sleeveShort grid with base tileLong grid with base tiles

Safety stepRound wood holder with base tileSolar corridor with base tilesSolar support with base tile
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Imapct clamp
409bxxx

Impact clamp
409xxx

Suspension clamp
415kxxx

Suspension clamp
415cxxx

Storm brackets more information on www.dachziegel.com

D10Z9 J11v Z10

409xxx
456xxx

409xxx
456xxx

409xxx
453xxx
456xxx

409xxx
456xxx

Tiles with matching storm brackets*

WALTHER-tegulaZ5 W6v J13v

409xxx
456xxx

409xxx
456xxx

409xxx
453xxx
456xxx

409xxx
453xxx
456xxx

MarkoWALTHER Stylist® Tradition

453xxx
492/21
492/22

Streight
409xxx
456xxx

Interlocking
409xxx
456xxx

409xxx
456xxx

Z2K1 W4v Z7v

409xxx
456xxx

409bxxx 453xxx
492/15
492/16

409xxx
456xxx

H2 H1 Biber

428xxx
453xxx

428xxx
456xxx

(DD/KD)**
415cxxx/415kxxx

425xxx

Note!  You can calculate a professional wind suction calculation on 

www.dachziegel.com easily and for free.

* The thickness of the lath must be given with the order. Our storm brackets are available for the lath 
thickness of 30/50mm and 40/60mm.
** DD = double coverage, KD = crown coverage

Suspension clamp
425xxx

Suspension clamp
428xxx

Suspension clamp
456xxx

Impact clamp
453xxx

Suspension clamp
492/15,492/16
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Jacobi Tonwerke GmbH
Osteroder Straße 2
D-37434 Bilshausen
Phone: +49 (0)5528 910-0
Fax: +49 (0)5528 910-139
E-Mail: vertrieb@jacobi-tonwerke.de

Verkaufsbüro Ost – Bad Lauchstädt:
Zur Laucha 2
D-06246 Bad Lauchstädt
Phone: +49 (0)34635 311-0
Fax: +49 (0)34635 311-20
E-Mail: verkaufsbuero.ost@jacobi-tonwerke.de

Verkaufsbüro West – Delbrück:
Schöninger Straße 64b
D-33129 Delbrück
Phone: +49 (0)5250 99478-68
Fax: +49 (0)5250 99478-69
E-Mail: verkaufsbuero.west@jacobi-tonwerke.de

Walther Dachziegel GmbH
Lohmühle 3-5
D-90579 Langenzenn
Phone: +49 (0)9101 708-0
Fax: +49 (0)9101 708-38
E-Mail: walther@dachziegel.de

www.dachziegel.com

Made in Germanyutschland.


